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The Fat Paragraph Assignment 

 The Fat Paragraph is an assignment designed to cook your noodle if you’re not careful.  

Designed exclusively by Mrs. Baumgaertel for her high school English students, it focuses not 

on what is said, or even correctly-placed punctuation marks, but on how the silly thing appears 

on the page.  The rules are simple:  double-space the entire paper, being extremely careful to use 

an accepted font style such as “Times New Roman” or “Calibri”.  (Nothing gaudy will do: avoid 

“Gadougi” or “Harrington” or “Mongolian Baiti”.) Include a header, just like the one at the top 

of this paper.  Set your margins to one-inch all around.  Also, pay very close attention to the title 

– implying that you should have one – and how it looks on the page.  Simply put, you will need 

to stifle any urge for fancy fonts, bold or italicized type, cutesy underlines, or color; just type it, 

centered, above your paragraph.  That’s all.  Of course, if you can’t help letting your creativity 

out of its cage and want to impress Mrs. B with something catchy, go ahead.  “The Fat Paragraph 

Assignment” is rather boring, don’t you think?  Perhaps “Fatness of the Paragraph Variety” or 

“Rotund Writing” would have been better.  Nonetheless, “The Fat Paragraph Assignment” does 

the trick by giving the reader an idea of the subject of this paragraph.  In addition to a title, you 

will need to turn in a rough draft of this assignment along with the final draft.  Commonly 

referred to by two other names – first draft or down draft – the rough draft is crucial.  Also, 

remember to double-space your work.  If you carefully follow each of these criteria, you will 

have a good Fat Paragraph, and if you can also manage to halt precisely at the end of one page, 

without going onto the next or stopping before the one-inch margin, you will succeed indeed. 


